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Automation at the GlobalNOC

● GNAT - GlobalNOC Network Automation tool
○ AWX/Ansible, Git/GitHub, GlobalNOC DB, and custom playbooks with a WebUI
○ “Things that are the same across devices” - Think Radius Config, NTP, Syslog, root 

passwords, ACLs,etc… (this is a surprising size of configuration on many devices)
○ Periodic network configuration validation (verify devices are configured as 

expected)
● GSCS - GlobalNOC Service Configuration System

○ YANG based configuration tool to generate templates on “services”
○ “Things that are different” - BGP peerings, VLAN configs, VRFs, VPN 

configurations, etc..
○ GSCS pushes changes into GNAT

● Network Troubleshooter
○ Ultimate goal - automatically fix the network when its possible… currently this is 

in its first steps











Automation at the GlobalNOC cont.

● GlobalNOC Network Maintenance Sanity Checker
○ Runs a set of commands and stores the results before and after the 

maintenance and compares the results to verify the status of the 
network before and after maintenances (can be integrated into GNAT)

● Lots of “one off” automation pieces
○ DDoS remediation for Indiana GigaPOP
○ Version validation
○ Juniper device upgrades - NWave process
○ Cisco IOS-XR upgrades - OSHEAN process
○ Interface Description updates
○ IPv6 Deployments



Sounds great does it work?

● Ya, mostly… 
○ Currently support over 400 devices at 80% configured via Automation
○ Another 200 devices at about 20%
○ More devices and networks every day

● Constantly trying to add features and work with network 
engineers to improve workflows

● Starting is the hard part!



How did we get there?

● Dedicated team of developers
○ Lots of interacting with network engineers at different organizations 

to get requirements, feedback, and improvements

● Already had experience with NetConf, working with device 
configurations

● Already had a Centralized Database (GlobalNOC DB) of 
network devices, and other information to start with

● Testlab is critical!



Lessons Learned from Automation Deployments

● Starting is the hardest part
○ Lots of excuses on why not (time, experience, not ready, etc)
○ Pick something small and easy that is a time saver (changing root password)
○ Don’t need NSO/Ansible/Puppet/Chef, can just start with a perl Script

● Try different things
○ What works for one task might not work for another

● Re-evaluate and move forward
○ What has been successful? What hasn’t and why?
○ Pick one more thing to work towards

■ ACL updates, Prefix-List updates, Firmware upgrade
● Just START! You need to gain some experience to figure out 

what tools you want to use, and get ideas on how to go 
forward.


